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ABSTRACT D E 8 8 0 0 3 1 0 8

We report updated analysis results on an np elastic experiment at LAMPF

and a pp experiment at the ZGS. We have measured two np spin asymmetry

parameters, CLL and C$L, &t beam energies 500, 650, and 800 MeV. The cm

scattering angles of neutrons measured ranged from 80° through 180°. We

observed very large CLL at backward angles for the f i rs t tirae[l]. The pp

experiment at the ZGS was a measurement of the difference between the pp total

cross sections for parallel and antiparallel longitudinal spin states at beam

momenta 2.75, 2.92, 3.25, 3.75, and 4.00 GeV/c. These results reveal possible

new structures in this momentum range. Masses for these structures are about

2700 and 2900 MeV[2],

INTRODUCTION

Our main interests in continuing nucleon-nucleon experiments at LAMPF

after completing the ZGS experiments rely on the following facts:

i) We have observed structure in the pp elast ic channel (pure 1 = 1 ) and

in the np elastic channel (I - 1 and I » 0) at the ZGS, and therefore

we were motivated to further study these structures[3].

i i ) Good quality np experimental data with polarized beam and/or target

at intermediate energy are very sparse compared with the pp data

base[4]. The np data are indispensable for the phase shift analysis

(PSA) and the determination of spin dependent amplitudes* - " * '
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completed the first phase of the np experiments and are working on

the second phase of the np experiments at LAMPF.

We define the amplitudes and observables as:

i) a-channel helicity amplitudes

and

ii) laboratory observables

a T o t = (0,0;0,0) (2w/k) I m f ^ O ) + <J>3(0) } = 1/2

= 1/2 |o(±) +

Aa T = (N,N;0,0) -(4ir/k) Im {(J>2(0) } - a(++) - a(t+)

AaL = (L,L;0,0) (4n/k) Im f^^O) - $3 (0) }= 0 ($) - o

a = (0,0;0,0) l/2< | «t»L |
2 + (<J>2|

2

P = (0,N;0,0) Im

C L L - (L,L;0,0)

C S L = (S,L;0,0) Re

C s s - (S,S;O,O)

CNN • (H,N;0,0) (Re {(^*^2 " *3**4> + 2 | +5 |

The past extensive ZGS polarization data on the pp elastic scattering at 6

GeV/c made possible determinations of the pp amplitudes in the different

channels, helicity and exchange[5]. It was found at small angles that the
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spln nonflip amplitudes, ^ and $3, are much larger than spin flip amplitudes,

$2i $A *nd <fr5. Furthermore, heiicity conservation requires ij>̂  and ^

amplitudes to vanish at 0°[5].

The up Experiment at LAMPF

The spin asymmetry measurements were performed using high energy polarized

neutron beams produced via charge exchange in the reaction pd + npp at 0°.

The spin of the neutron beam was processed to either along the beam direction

or perpendicular to the beam direction In the scattering plane[7]. The

neutron beam then scattered in a polarized proton target. The protons in the

target were dynamically polarized by microwaves and were kept at a temperature

of 0.5 K. More than 85% of the target consisted of carbon and oxygen atoms.

In our data analysis we reconstruct trajectories of events using

coordinate information from the chambers and then we calculated the momenta.

The elastic events were accumulated in four different missing mass histograms

depending on the beam and the target spin directions.

The results of the measurements are shown in Fig. 2 along with phase shift

predictions. The CLL' s at 500 and 650 MeV are very small up to about 90" and

then start rising very rapidly. At 180° the CLL's drop to become almost -1.

One possible explanation of the C L L behavior around 180° is to assume $3 is

much larger than the other amplitudes around 120°. Then the large positive

C L L value around 120° is caused by $3 from the C L L formula quoted earlier.

From the symmetry relationships among the helicity amplitudes[6],

4>3(18O
e - 0) = (-1) X
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where I - isospin. Since <j>4- 0 at 0
8, then 4>3 (180

p) - 0. Therefore, the

drop In C*T as 9 > 180° Is caused by the vanishing of $3, Furthermore, since

the measured C j ^ value at 180° is nearly -1.0, we expect ( l ^ l * + |*2|
2^ >>

|*4|2. This means that ^ is also small at 180° but need not be small around

120*. Therefore, there are two large amplitudes at 180°, both with parallel

initial spin states. The measured CSL's at 500 and 650 MeV are less than

about 35X in magnitude and they may not be as small as some PSA's predict. We

observe that C S L is zero at 0° because of $5, which vanishes at 0° and the Cg^

formula quoted earlier. We are now analyzing the 800 MeV data.

Hew Reaulta on tOj Sztm the ZGS

We performed, in the past, a series of pp scattering experiments at beam

momenta from 1.2 thru 11.75 GeV/c at the ZGS. A history of ZGS experiments is

summarized by A. Yokosawa[8]. We will be discussing here new results on

measurements of the difference of the pp total cross sections for parallel and

antiparallel longitudinal spin states at beam momenta 2.75, 2.92 3.25, 3.48,

3.75, and 4.00 GeV/c[9]. Our results on the previous measurements of the AaL

up to 6.00 GeV/c are reported in Refs. 10 and il. The data of Ref. 10 are

shown in Fig. i. The dip and peak structures have been interpreted as

evidence for the formation of diproton resonances B (2.14) with a quantum

state of LD 2, and B
2(2.22) with 3F 3 statetl2]. We attempted to look for

additional Ao\ structure in the momentum region higher than those previously

found. The experiment was similar to that previously reported!10]. The

results obtained are shown in Fig. 3 along with some of the previous

data[10]. To study the behavior of the partial scattering amplitudes, the

data on the dimensionless quantity (k /4ir)AaL are plotted in Fig. 4 as a

function of the center-of-mass energy, where k is cm. momentum. If the bumps
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ln (k^/4w)AaL «re considered to be due to resonances, the masses are about

2700 and 29Q0 MeV. We note here that Indications of these structures were

first reported in different measureraents[l3,14]. Assignments of the quantum

states for both resonances have not been confirmed, but they are spin singlets

since they both appear as bumps in the Aâ  plots.

Concluding Re«Tka

I t is d i f f icul t to find out whether the observed resonances in the 1 = 1

channel are due to the formation of dibaryons, from both the experimental and

theoretical points of view. Experimentally, i t is diff icul t to isolate a

dibaryon from NH, NA,and AA unless one observes a large resonance with a very

narrow width since one may expect a dibaryon to be a well defined s ta te .

Dibaryon resonances are discussed in the MIT bag model[15] and the quark

cluster model[l6]. Interestingly enough, some predictions on mass spectra for

I • 0 from both the bag model and the qu rk c luster model produce the same

lowest mass around 2160 MeV[l7]. This mass corresponds to a beam kinetic

energy of around 610 MeV where we measured the spin asymmetries at LAMPF.

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Division of High Energy
Physics, Contract U-31-109-ENG-38.
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FIGURK CAPTIOHS

Figure 1 Aa, V S . Piah ^
n pure I«0 and I«l channel. The lines drawn are to

guide the eyes.

Figure 2 C L L and CSI< vs. 8 at beam kinetic energies 500, 650, and 800 MeV.

The lines drawn are phase shift predictions. The dark circles with

the error bars are measured values. The errors include the

systematic errors estimated at this time.

Figure 3 A plot of AaL vs. Piab in pp scattering. The circles with error

bars are measured values. The line drawn is to guide the eyes.

Figure 4 A plot of (k /4ir)AoL vs.

except a factor of k /4TT.

same quantity as in Fig. 3
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